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A B S T R A C T

Soils are the main sink of pollutants in the terrestrial environment, reflecting the historical fingerprint of urban
development. To provide scientifically grounded urban management and reclamation strategies for polluted
sites, the spatial patterns of pollutants should be studied first by drawing a special focus on the identification of
pollution hot spots. In this paper, Pb, Mo and Ti contents in Yerevan urban soils determined by the combination
of X-ray fluorescence and atomic absorption spectrometry were studied using the Local Moran's I index (LMI).
These elements (Pb, Mo and Ti) have different sources and a number of distance bands (650, 800, 1000, 1500,
2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 10,000m and 15,000m) were tested. This allows to reveal the
optimal distance used for the identification of statistically significant spatial clusters and spatial outliers.
According to the results the use of the raw data had to be excluded for elements that demonstrated highly
skewed distribution whereas transformed data allowed to identify larger areas of high and low value spatial
clusters. Moreover, the results of the different distance bands showed that the high and low spatial clusters
became stable near the optimal distance band of 7000m in the study area. The latter constituted the 1/3 of the
maximum distance between all sample pairs. At this distance, Ti LMI results reflected the natural local geology
composition whereas Mo distribution was in line with the known sources of industrial pollution (“Plant of Pure
Iron”). In the case of Pb, the high-value spatial clusters were in line with the built-up urban areas and spatially
correlated with the prevailing northeast winds. This study confirmed the applicability of LMI in the identifi-
cation of spatial clusters and outliers at the optimal distance band which might be considered also as a break
point of spatial clusters expansion and a guidance for spatial boundary of possible remediation and pollution
reduction applications.

1. Introduction

Cities are mainly formed and developed in areas with favorable
natural environmental features. However, under continuous impact of
urbanization and industrialization processes, the quality of an urban
environment has significantly altered (Alekseenko and Alekseenko,
2014; De Vivo et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2013; Morel et al., 2014;
Rodríguez Martín et al., 2015; Thornton et al., 2008). The situation is
more severe in many post-Soviet countries including Armenia and its
capital city of Yerevan. Here, after the Soviet Union collapse, enormous
socio-economic transformations including the drop of industrial activ-
ities, the ban of the import and use of ethylated gasoline in 2001, the
change of the dominant heavy industry (machine-building, instrument
making, etc.) to light ones (food, tobacco industry, manufacturing,

jewelry, etc.) (Saghatelyan, 2004; Saghatelyan et al., 2016), as well as
chaotic urban development and construction activities resulted in the
mixture of different land uses among urban gradient, with unique re-
flection on the geochemical features of the potentially toxic elements’
distribution (PTE) in Yerevan environment (Saghatelyan, 2004;
Tepanosyan et al., 2016).

As a natural basis of an urban ecosystem, soils mirror the historical
development of an urban area. Accumulated in soil, potentially toxic
elements worsen the qualitative characteristics of urban soils and may
become potential ecological and health risk factors. The findings of the
previous studies (Saghatelyan, 2004; Sahakyan, 2008; Tepanosyan
et al., 2016) revealed that Yerevan soils are highly polluted by a
number of PTEs. Among these elements Pb is of special concern. Its
main sources in Yerevan area during the Soviet time were the electric
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bulb plant, the aluminum plant, cars and worsted complex, the ex-
perimental plant of milling machines, the typography and polygraphic
complex, as well as the use of ethylated gasoline. Moreover, Pb is still
the primary pollutant of Yerevan soils and one of the main risk factors
for children's health (Babayan et al., 1999; Saghatelyan, 2004;
Tepanosyan et al., 2017a,b). Another pollutant of concern is Mo with
high contents detected in Yerevan soils. Unlike Pb, Mo does not pose a
health risk but it has an active source of emission from the “Plant of
Pure Iron” operated since 1994 (“Plant of Pure Iron,” 2018; Tepanosyan
et al., 2017a,b). Therefore, the development of a safe living environ-
ment in Yerevan and further efforts towards pollution prevention need
better urban environmental management which, in its turn, requires
identification of urban soil PTE pollution hot spots.

Among known methods of pollution hot spot identification such as
geochemical mapping based on the background concentrations
(Johnson et al., 2011; Saet et al., 1990), Gi and Gi

∗ statistics (Getis and
Ord, 1992), Echelon analysis (Ishioka et al., 2007), and temporal
clustering (Tango, 1995), the Local Moran's I index (LMI) have been
widely used (Brody et al., 2006; Getis and Ord, 1996; McGrath and
Zhang, 2003; Yuan et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2008, 2009). In compar-
ison with other geo-statistical and geospatial approaches including
fractal models (Wang et al., 2012), as well as direct comparison with
background values of PTE used for the identification of geochemical
anomalies, LMI allows the identification of statistically significant
spatial clusters based on the comparison of individual locations with
the neighboring samples (Zhang et al., 2008). Meanwhile, it needs to be
mentioned that the results of LMI depend on the selected distance band
(Zhang et al., 2008; Yuan et al., 2017) which in general should be above
the sampling interval and below 1/2 of the maximum distance between
all the sample pairs (Zhang et al., 2008).

The objectives of this study were: 1) to identify LMI optimal dis-
tance band for elements having different sources of origin, and 2) to
reveal spatial clusters and spatial outliers of soils Pb, Mo and Ti in
Yerevan urban area using LMI. Lead, Mo and Ti were selected as they
are elements with various (natural and anthropogenic) sources of
origin: Pb is a historical pollutant, Mo is nowadays an emerging pol-
lutant and Ti generally has a natural origin (Tepanosyan et al., 2016).

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study site and topsoil sampling

As the capital of the Republic of Armenia, the city of Yerevan (la-
titude 40օ10′40''N, altitude 44օ30′45''E) (Fig. 1) has an area of 223 km2

(stretching 19.7 km from north to south and 19.1 km from east to west)
with 1.07 million population (4824 persons per square km) (NSS RA,
2016). Totally, 42.1% of all the industry, 53.9% of construction ac-
tivity, 85.5% of services, 77.6% of residential housing construction are
concentrated in Yerevan making it the largest economic, cultural and
scientific center of the Republic of Armenia. The natural landscape of
the city territory is mainly characterized as semi-desert, arid steppe and
steppe. The climate is continental with quite a broad amplitude of
temperature (summers: +22 to +26 °C; winters: 20 to −30 °C). The
annual amount of atmospheric precipitations is 300–350 mm. The
prevailing northeast winds have an average annual speed of 1.86 m/s.

The geographical disposition of Yerevan predetermines its natural-
historical characteristics. The massifs bordering the city are extinct
volcanoes and the complex relief of the city of Yerevan consists of
mountain plateaus, flat dome-shaped hills, high-rise ridges, plains,
canyons and ravines (Shakhgeldyan et al., 1985).

The geological base of Yerevan comprises the volcanic lavas, tuffs
and Quaternary sediments (Kharazyan et al., 1993; Saghatelyan, 2004).
The main part (60–65%) of the city (Supplementary materials, Fig. 1)
area is covered by the lavas formed in Pliocene-Quaternary period in-
cluding basalt, andesibasalts, andesite and tuff (Kharazyan et al., 1993;
Shakhgeldyan et al., 1985).

Since the Soviet times, the operation of huge enterprises such as the
aluminum plant, the Electric bulb plant, the experimental plant of
milling machines, the Car and Worsted complex, the typography and a
polygraphic complex resulted in the emissions of significant quantity of
PTEs into the urban environment (Nalbandyan and Saghatelyan, 2002;
Saghatelyan, 2004; Saghatelyan et al., 2003; Sahakyan, 2006). How-
ever, the collapse of the Soviet Union led to the drop of the level of
industrial production and many of the industrial plants were closed
(Saghatelyan, 2004; Sahakyan, 2008). Nowadays, Yerevan industry is
in the recovery stage and industrial units (quarrying, manufacturing,
etc.) spread across the city irregularly. Moreover, the chaotic urban
development and construction activities resulted in the mixture of dif-
ferent land uses among the urban gradient.

The geochemical survey of Yerevan was conducted between
June–August of 2012 and a total of 1356 topsoil samples were collected
from the top 5 cm layer. Sampling was carried out based on a
0.25×0.25 km grid (16 samples per 1 km2, M 1:25,000) (Fig. 1) in
densely populated urban and industrial areas. However, the lack of soil
in some territories, as well as the location of buildings, roads, dumping
sites and other structures limited the possibility to follow the
0.25×0.25 km grid. In such cases the 0.5× 0.5 km grid (4 samples per
1 km2, M 1:50,000) was used. Within each sampling grid a bulk sample

Fig. 1. Study area and spatial distribution of sampling points.
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was generated by mixing 3–5 randomly collected subsamples. Samples
were air-dried at room temperature and sieved (< 2mm), milled ac-
cording to ISO-11464 (ISO, 2006). The total concentrations of Pb, Mo
and Ti elements were determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF X-5000),
(Innov-X Systems, 2003; US EPA, 2007) and atomic absorption spec-
trometry (AAnalyst 800 AAS PE, USA) in the Central Analytical La-
boratory of CENS accredited by ISO-IEC 17025. The quality assurance
and quality control procedures are described in details in Tepanosyan
et al. (2016). The selection of Pb, Mo and Ti for this particular study
was based on the results obtained in Tepanosyan et al. (2017a,b). In
Tepanosyan et al. (2017a,b), the pollution levels were estimated using
geochemical mapping of spatial interpolation. This study applies the
Local Moran's I index as another approach to explore the statistically
significant spatial clusters and outliers, which were calculated directly
based on the data points, providing clearer results of spatial patterns.
Particularly, Pb was the primary pollutant of Yerevan soils and its high
contents are mainly the result of redistribution of Pb from historically
polluted sites. In addition, Mo was identified as a new emerging con-
taminant of the city environment with significant emission source of the
“Plant of Pure Iron”. The Ti contents were reported to have a natural
origin. This is due to the composition of the geological base of the city
including volcanic rocks containing an essential quantity of Ti (Bradl,
2005).

2.2. Spatial cluster and spatial outlier analysis

In this study, the Local Moran's I index (LMI) was used to identify
spatial clusters and spatial outliers of Pb, Mo and Ti contents in the
topsoil of Yerevan.
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Where Ii represents the LMI coefficient; zi is the value of the vari-
able (Pb, Mo and Ti contents) at the location i; z̄ is the mean value of
the variable with the sample number of n; zj is the value at all the other
locations (where ≠j i); σ2 is the variance of z, wij is the spatial weight
which can be represented based on a distance of weighting between zi
and zj (Zhang et al., 2008).

A high positive LMI value indicating that the site under study has
values similar to those of its neighbours suggesting the presence of
spatial clusters. A high negative LMI value indicates that the site under
study is a spatial outlier. Spatial outliers are those values that are ob-
viously different from the values recorded in their surrounding loca-
tions (Lalor and Zhang, 2001; Zhang et al., 2008). LMI is giving 4 types
of results: high values in a high-value neighbourhood - high–high (HH)
clusters, low values in a low-value neighbourhood – low-low (LL)
clusters, a high value in a low-value neighbourhood – a high-low (HL)
spatial outlier and a low value in a high-value neighbourhood – a low-
high (LH) spatial outlier. It is worth mentioning that HH spatial clusters
are considered to be pollution hot spots and HL spatial outliers are
deemed as individual hot spots. In this study, in order to understand
which is the optimal distance band for elements (Pb, Mo and Ti) having
different sources of origin, the 650m, 800m, 1000m, 1500m, 2000
m–10,000m (increasing the distance by 1000m) and 15,000m di-
mensions were considered.

2.3. Data treatment

Descriptive statistics of the studied elements are summarized in the
Table 1. To evaluate the effect of data transformation on the results of
spatial cluster and outlier identification, as well as to consider the
compositional nature of environmental data, the following three data
transformation methods were selected: log (10) transformation, cen-
tered log-ratio (clr) transformation and normal score transformation
(NST). The normality of raw and transformed data sets was checked by
applying the Shapiro-Wilk test. LMI calculation, as well as all maps
creation was performed using ArcGIS 10.1. The LMI was calculated
through the ArcGIS software (Anselin Local Moran's I). Color surface
maps (Fig. 3-5, SM.Fig. 3) of spatial distribution in the contents of the
studied elements were created using the IDW method (the power 2, the
number of neighboring samples - 12).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Concentrations and spatial distribution of Pb, Mo and Ti in topsoils

The descriptive statistics of Pb, Mo and Ti and local background
values (Tepanosyan et al., 2017a,b) are provided in the Table 1. The
comparison with the local background (Tepanosyan et al., 2017a,b)
showed that Pb and Mo mean contents exceeded the local background
22.9 and 1.50 times, respectively. Moreover, Pb contents were
1.8–1151 times higher than the background values in all samples be-
sides the minimum concentration observed. The number of samples for
Mo and Ti exceeding the local background were 255 and 78, respec-
tively. From the boxplots (Supplementary materials, Fig. 2) it is evident
that outliers and extreme values were detected for all three elements.
Moreover, Ti boxplot seems to approximate normal distribution.
However, the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality showed that raw, log10
and clr data sets of Pb, Mo and Ti did not follow normal distribution
whereas in the case of NST data set normality was detected for all the
three elements.

The spatial distribution maps of Pb, Mo and Ti in the topsoil of
Yerevan (Supplementary materials, Fig. 3) show that in the case of Ti
the high values (> 95%) are spatially distributed in the area where
basalts and andesibasalts predominated (Supplementary materials
Fig. 1). High values of Pb are spatially distributed in the main populated
part of the city. The observed high values of lead were reported to have
an association with the Pb redistribution from historically polluted sites
(Tepanosyan et al., 2017a,b). In the case of Mo, a distinct cluster of high
values was identified in the southern part of the city where at present
the “Plant of Pure Iron” is operating and producing Ferromolybdenum
and metal Mo.

3.2. Spatial cluster and spatial outlier analysis

LMI for the distance bands with dimensions of 650m, 800m,
1000m, 1500m, 2000 m–10,000m (increasing the distance with
1000m), and 15,000m were investigated and a total of 168 maps of
spatial clusters and spatial outliers were created. The detailed inspec-
tion of these maps revealed that the increase of the distance band led to
the expansion of identified HH spatial clusters. The number of sampling
sites included in the HH, HL, LH and LL are shown in Fig. 2.

By studying data in Fig. 2 it is evident that trends of the Ti spatial

Table 1
Descriptive statistics of Pb, Mo and Ti contents (mg/kg) and in topsoil of Yerevan.

Elements Min Mean 25% Median 75% 95% Max SD Skew. Coefficient of variation (%) Yerevan background Tepanosyan et al. (2016)

Ti 2169 4115 3811 4129 4422 4954 6835 529 −0.25 13 4647
Pb 2.5 110 37.5 70.8 114.6 285.7 5524 231 15.5 210 4.8
Mo 0.11 2.60 0.84 1.08 1.61 4.98 421 15.3 20.8 590 1.75
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cluster and outliers are similar for the raw, log and NST transformed
data. Moreover, compared with raw and log10 transformed data
changes in the number of spatial clusters and outliers are smoother in
the case of NST data. The trend of the Ti HH spatial cluster increased,
reaching its maximum at the distance band: raw data – 7000m in-
cluding 210, log10 transformed – 6000m including 207 and NST –
7000m including 233 sampling sites. HL spatial outliers (individual hot
spots) reached their maximum at 3000m for raw, log10 transformed
and NST data, including 33, 33 and 40 sampling sites, respectively. In
the case of Ti, the HH spatial cluster for the clr transformed data
reached its maximum at a distance band of 6000m including 286
sampling sites while HL spatial outliers increased with the distance
band, reaching their maximum at 9000m including 88 sampling sites.
For Ti, HH spatial clusters values stabilized within the range of
6000–8000m distance band: raw data – 209, 210, 205; log10 – 207,
206, 200; clr – 286, 281, 269 and NST – 230, 233, 224 sampling sites,
respectively.

In the case of Pb some similarities of LMI results distribution were
observed for log10, clr transformed and NST values. For Pb, HL spatial
outliers increased and reached their maximum at 4000m including 32,
28 and 37 sampling sites for log10, clr transformed and NST data, re-
spectively. In the case of Pb, the HH spatial cluster continuously in-
creased, reaching its maximum at 8000m including 319 sampling sites,
7000m including 295 sampling sites and 9000m including 334 sam-
pling sites for log10, clr transformed and NST values, respectively. For
Pb, the HH spatial clusters values stabilized within the range of
6000–10,000m distance band: log10 – 313, 318, 319, 312, 315; clr –
281, 295, 289, 298, 283 and NST – 324, 331, 332, 334, 329,

respectively. For Pb, the HL spatial outliers reached their maximum at
4000m for log10, clr transformed and NST data, including 32, 28 and
37 sampling sites, respectively. The LMI results for the Pb raw data
showed that the LL spatial cluster was not observed. Moreover, the HH,
HL and LH trends were fluctuating drastically indicating that for the
highly skewed distribution (Table 1) such as Pb contents, the LMI re-
sults for the raw data were unstable. The latter was also observed for
Mo. Its raw data LMI results show the presence of only the unstable HH
spatial cluster. For log10 and clr transformed values, the increase of
distance bands resulted in a similar way and the shape of trends were
similar to those of Ti (raw, log10 and NST data) and Pb (log10, clr and
NST data) cases.

The Mo HH spatial clusters continuously increased and reached
their maximum at 7000m including 335, 323 and 431 sampling sites
for log10, clr transformed and NST data, correspondingly. Moreover,
the values of HH spatial clusters stabilized within the range of
6000–10,000m distance band: log10 – 331, 335, 334, 332, 324; clr –
316, 323, 318, 312, 308, and NST – 426, 431, 430, 429, 427, respec-
tively. For Mo, the HL spatial outliers reached their maximum at
6000m, 7000m and 5000m for log10, clr transformed and NST data,
including 10, 13 and 46 sampling sites, respectively.

In all studied cases, the maximum number of soil samples included
in the HH spatial cluster were observed for the NST data. Moreover, the
number of soil samples included in spatial cluster and outliers are
changing more smoothly with the change of the distance band for NST
data.

Considering the assumption (Zhang et al., 2008) that the optimal
distance band should not be shorter than the sampling interval and not

Fig. 2. Number of sampling sites identified as HH, LL spatial clusters and HL, LH spatial outliers for different distance bands.
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longer than the 1/2 of the maximum distance (approximately 19 km in
this case) between all the sample pairs, as well as LMI results for dif-
ferent distance bands, and the ranges of HH cluster stability and soil
samples included in it, an optimal distance band of 7000m was chosen.
This distance band which is about the 1/3 of the maximum distance
between all the sample pairs, is the break point of the spatial cluster
expansion. Therefore, at the same time, the optimal distance may also
be considered as a guidance for optimal spatial boundary of possible
remediation and pollution reduction applications.

3.3. Sources and possible factors forming a spatial cluster

The result of Ti, Pb and Mo LMI for a 7000-m distance band are
presented in Table 2 and Figs. 3–5. From the maps it becomes evident
that all studied elements showed different spatial patterns of spatial
clusters and individual outliers. The number of sampling sites included
in spatial clusters and individual outliers of Ti, Pb and Mo LMI results
for raw, log10, clr and NST datasets (Table 2) are also different. The
commonality observed for all studied elements was that LL spatial
clusters were mainly distributed in the areas of< 25% (mostly the in-
habited parts of Yerevan) (Figs. 3–5) while the HH spatial clusters were
spatially distributed in the areas representing> 75% concentrations.

The detailed inspection of Ti LMI results revealed that the maximum
number of sampling sites (298) was included in the LL spatial clusters
observed for clr transformed data. These clusters were spatially located

in the southern and southwestern part of the City where rubble, sand
and loam predominated in the City geological base. The maximum
number of sampling sites included in the HH spatial clusters of Ti were
also detected for the clr transformed data (281 sampling sites) and were
spatially located in the northern, northwestern and northeastern parts
of the City where volcanic rocks including basalts and andesibasalts
predominated in the geological base of the City (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Distribution of Ti spatial clusters and individual hot spots (Distance band: 7000m).

Table 2
Number of topsoil samples identified as spatial clusters and individual hotspots
for 7000m distance band.

Elements Transformation HH HL LH LL Not significant

Ti raw 210 24 104 96 922
log 206 20 94 84 952
clr 281 85 106 298 586
NST 233 29 120 114 860

Pb raw 20 5 3 -a 1328
log 318 22 143 152 721
clr 295 23 148 146 744
NST 331 24 154 154 693

Mo raw 45 – – – 1311
log 335 9 40 483 489
clr 323 13 30 493 497
NST 431 43 50 440 392

a No studied sample was included in spatial clusters and individual hotspots.
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For Pb, the maximum number of sampling sites included in LL
spatial clusters was identified in the case of NST data (154 sampling
site). The LL spatial clusters were spatially distributed (Fig. 4) in the
sparsely populated and unpopulated northwestern and southeastern
parts of the City. The maximum number of sampling sites included in
the HH spatial clusters of Pb were also observed for NST data (331
sampling sites). The spatial distribution of the latter was in line with the
prevailing wind directions and covered the most densely populated part
and industrial areas of the City (Supplementary materials, Fig. 4).

As it was already mentioned in the studies conducted in 1980
(Saghatelyan, 2004) a significant amount of Pb was linked to the use of
ethylated gasoline and emissions from the aluminum plant and the
electric bulb plant located in the northeast of Yerevan, as well as the
experimental plant of milling machines, the car and worsted complex,
typography and a polygraphic complex located in the southern and
southwestern industrial areas of the city. It should be stated that
abovementioned plants were closed after the collapse of former Soviet
Union. The Ti and Pb HH clusters (Figs. 3 and 4) overlap in the central
and northeastern part of Yerevan are also worth mentioning. The latter
can be explained by the redistribution of soils from historically polluted
areas, as the high contents of Pb significantly correlated with the group
of elements (Ti, Fe, Co, V, Mn and Ba) having a natural origin
(Tepanosyan et al., 2017a,b) and are in line with the prevailing wind
directions.

In the case of Mo, LMI results identified the biggest LL spatial

clusters observed for the clr transformed data (493 sampling sites)
whereas the HH spatial clusters were detected for NST data and in-
cluded 431 sampling sites (Fig. 5). The spatial distribution of HH
clusters were in line with the known sources of Mo emission in Yerevan:
the “Plant of Pure Iron” and the “Armenian Molybdenum Production”
located in the southern industrial part of the City. The plant has been
operating since 1994 and its products include ferromolybdenum, mo-
lybdenum powder, metal molybdenum briskets and alloys, as well as
rhenium salts (“Plant of Pure Iron,” 2018).

The result of LMI for optimal distance band together with the spatial
distribution of studied elements contents visualized in the Figs. 3–5
confirm that LMI yields reasonable and reliable results. Moreover, as in
the case of other similar studies (Yuan et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2008,
2009) our results also highlighted that the skewed data should be
transformed prior to LMI calculation. The fact worth mentioning is that
though the identification of optimal distance is time consuming, it is
justified to apply this approach to identify spatial clusters and in-
dividual outliers of the element in concern, especially in areas where
data or information regarding the background concentration of che-
mical elements is missing.

4. Conclusions

LMI was successfully applied to reveal the spatial clusters and spa-
tial outliers of PTE in Yerevan soils. The results of raw, log10, clr

Fig. 4. Distribution of Pb spatial clusters and individual hot spots (Distance band: 7000m).
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transformed and NST data showed that results from the raw data were
unstable for the elements with an anthropogenic origin. LMI of different
distance bands resulted in the identification of an optimal distance
band. Particularly, with the increase of distance band, the HH and LL
patterns become larger and then gradually become stable. Considering
the ranges of HH cluster stability and the sampling sites included in it,
an optimal distance band of 7000m was identified which was about the
1/3 of the maximum distance between all the sample pairs. In the case
of Ti, LMI patterns reflect the natural geology composition whereas the
Mo distribution is in line with the emissions of a known source of in-
dustrial pollution. The HH patterns of Pb are in line with the built-up
urban areas and are spatially correlated with the prevailing northeast
winds. This study shows that LMI is a useful tool in the identification
and interpretation of the statistically significant spatial clusters and
spatial outliers of PTE, considering both their anthropogenic and nat-
ural sources. Further studies may include more elements both in
Yerevan and in other cities with much narrower intervals of the dis-
tance bands.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.apgeochem.2019.03.022.
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